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Self
defense
for
Women
Learn the four levels of
self defense; learn and
practice practical
techniques that anyone
can use to defend
themselves and avoid
becoming another statistic.
The Sports Hub
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Disclaimer
Seven Stars Martial Arts, as publishers, do not endorse and
make no representation, warranty or guarantee concerning
the safety or effectiveness of either the products and services
advertised in this magazine or the martial arts or other
techniques discussed or illustrated in this magazine.
The publisher expressly disclaims any and all liability
relating to the manufacture, sale or use of such products and
services and the application of the techniques discussed or
illustrated in this magazine.
The purchase or use of some of the products, services or
techniques advertised or discussed in this magazine may be
illegal in some areas of the United States or other countries.
Therefore, you should check federal, state and local laws
prior to your purchase or use of these products, services or
techniques.
The publisher makes no representation or warranty
concerning the legality of the purchase or use of these
products, services or techniques in the United States or
elsewhere.
Because of the nature of some of the products, services or
techniques advertised/discussed in this magazine, you should

T'ai Chi Sword
April 14th & May 26th
Thursdays at 3:00pm - 3:30pm
Iowa Community Centre,
338 N. Iowa Avenue, Villa Park, IL 60181
630 834 8970
(Previous Tai Chi experience is required)

The Wisdom
of Confucius
“To see what is right, and
not to do it, is want of
courage or of principle.”

Editor’s Notebook
More new classes start this spring; we have added
‘Finger Labyrinths: a Journey to the Center of the
Self’ and ‘Keeping a Gratitude Journal’. The fall
will see the addition of our ‘Oriental Wisdom’
series of classes; this will focus on particular
exercise ‘sets’ such as the ‘Six Healing Sounds’.
Full details of these classes are on our website;
which is still growing. There are lots of new
articles and pictures, and now a student section
with our trips and events. Suggestions are
welcome!
Join us on April 13th at ‘The Tea House’ in
Naperville to learn about and experience a
traditional Chinese tea ceremony. There will be
time to shop for quality teas, tea pots and much
more before moving to a local Chinese restaurant
for dinner.
The last Saturday in April (30th) is always ‘World
Tai Chi Day’; join with fellow students to practice
at the Theosophical Society in Wheaton.
There will also be a trip to Chinatown for their
summer fair on July 17th; we will be taking the
train downtown, and the water taxi straight to
Chinatown. We will take a tour around the sights,
have dinner and of course some time for shopping!
We have added a calendar towards the back of this
newsletter so you can get all our events marked in

John Robertson

“He lives most life whoever
breathes most air”

Chinese
Health Balls
Chiming chrome sets only $10!
available in
1”, 1¼”, 1½", 1¾” 2" & 2¼"
Cloisonné enamel sets only $12!
Available in 1¼”, 1½" & 1¾”
Sun & Moon
Yin & Yang
Dragon &
Phoenix
Panda’s
Dolphin’s
Solid steel from $20!
1”, 1¼”, 1½" & 1¾” - $20
2" & 2¼" $25
Jade from $20!
Yellow jade - $20
Cloudy green jade - $25
Black jade - $30
Translucent jade - $35

Marble - $15

Agate - $40

This is just a selection of our stock - which is
constantly changing! Call to confirm availability!

630 229 4434
John@7StarsMA.com
www.7StarsMA.com/webstore/healthballs.html

The Transformative Power
of Conscious Standing
by Dennis Lewis

Let your employees learn
while taking lunch!
Our series of Learning Lunches Seminars are
designed to improve employee health and
wellness while Increasing productivity, reducing
absenteeism and cutting health care costs.

Our classes include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tai Chi for Health
Tai Chi Chuan
Natural Energy Healing
The Six Healing Sounds
An Introduction to Karate
Adult & Child Self-defense
Falls? They don’t have to happen to you
Discover the Secrets of Chinese Health
Balls
50 Secrets of the World's Longest Living
People
Are You Ready? - A FEMA Disaster
Preparedness Program
Breakfast, lunch, evening and weekend
sessions are all available.
Sessions can be fully customized for time,
length and content.
One time and ongoing classes available.

630 229 4434
john@LearningLunches.org
www.LearningLunches.org
Health and safety education in your
location, at your convenience

Human beings spend most of their time in three
postures: lying down, sitting, and standing. These
postures represent different ways of being in the
world. Lying down, which releases us from the major
influences of gravity on our bodies, activates our
parasympathetic nervous system, a sense of our
vegetative reality. It is a posture that generally relaxes
us and leads to unconsciousness and dreams.
Standing, which maximizes the influence of gravity
on our bodies, activates our sympathetic nervous
system, a sense of the aims and aspirations related to
our self-image. It is a posture that lends itself to
alertness and action. Sitting, which is a kind of
middle ground, activates both our parasympathetic
and sympathetic nervous systems, but to a lesser
degree than either lying down or standing. It is a
posture that naturally lends itself to meditation and
calm reflection.
Though most meditative techniques are taught in
sitting postures, the recent influx into the West of
qigong standing practices has opened the door to what
is to most Westerners a powerful new approach to
self-study and self-transformation. Authentic qigong
standing practices (qigong means energy practice) are
designed to help conserve, balance and transform our
inner energies, as well as to help open us to the
energies of the earth, of nature and of the heavens.
Because these practices are able to help harmonize all
the various energies available to us, they are ideally
suited to healing and self-transformation.
One of the most powerful aspects of qigong standing,
and one that is sometimes overlooked, is its ability to
help us learn to "let go" at both the physical and
psychological levels. You may have heard about or
seen tai chi or other masters who, while standing in a
totally relaxed posture, cannot be moved from their
position or lifted off the floor, no matter how small
they are or how big the person attempting to push
them or lift them. This has to do with learning how to
release any unnecessary tension in our bodies and
discovering how to allow our weight to settle
downward through our bones, tendons and ligaments
into the earth. Such a person is supported by the earth
not just physically, but also energetically. One does
not have to be a master to learn this, although one
does need the help of a teacher
Continued over:

A recent study has found that
people who keep a gratitude
journal were less likely to be
stressed or unhappy.
Learn to surmount your
difficulties, become a better
person and bring abundance
into your life

Keeping a
Gratitude
Journal
Tuesday, April 12th
6:00pm - 7:00pm
3 S. 260 Warren Ave,
Warrenville, IL 60555
630 393 7279

Courts Plus
186 S. West Avenue,
Elmhurst, IL 60126
630 833 5064
Friday, May 6th
6:00pm - 7:00pm

Wednesday, June 15th
7:30pm - 8:30pm
The Sports Hub
250 Civic Center Plaza,
Glendale Heights, IL 60139
630 260

Holistic Hands
Energy Healing
John Robertson
Reiki Master Practitioner & Teacher

Experience deep relaxation; a
feeling of overall wellness, and
the soothing comfort of human
touch that comes from the
power of energy healing
To book a personal treatment call:
John@7StarsMA.com 630 229 4434
www.HolisticHands.wordpress.com

Tegtmeier
Hypnotherapy
Quit Today!
Call now for
a FREE
consultation!
Our method is 300% more effective
than nicotine patches, and 500% more
effective than will power.
Why would you try anything else?
Phone: 847-334-1580
E-mail: Darla@7StarsMA.com
www.7StarsMA.com/hypnotherapy.html

to demonstrate the principles involved.
If one works with this practice both deeply enough
and long enough, one begins to understand that letting
go physically is not possible without letting go
psychologically, and that letting go psychologically is
not possible without letting go physically. One sees
with absolute certainty that the old stale ideas,
attitudes, emotions and impressions of our minds are
equivalent to the unnecessary tensions and habits of
our bodies, and that they are all irrevocably linked.
Body and mind must be worked on simultaneously if
any real transformation is to take place. Before we
can undertake such a transformation, however, we
must recognize that this linkage is indeed a reality in
our lives. As an experiment, over the next few days
observe as often as you can how you stand in the
various conditions of your lives. Wait until you've
had a chance to experiment in this way before
continuing on with this article.
If you are honest in your observations, you will see
that, in fact, you seldom "just stand," that you almost
always do something else as well. You will catch
yourself leaning against a wall, crossing your hands
over your belly or chest, putting your hands in your
pockets, twisting your body in some way, shifting
your weight back and forth, and so on. As you
observe yourself in these various standing postures,
see if you can sense your breathing and the various
tensions in your body. See if you can also notice the
kinds of thoughts and feelings you are having. Try
this for a few days before reading further.
Once you've received clear impressions of the ways
you normally stand, try a new experiment. When you
stand, whether you're with people or alone, allow
your weight to sink equally onto both feet and let
your hands simply hang at your sides, palms facing
behind you. Be sure that your weight is sinking to the
middle of your feet, not just to the balls of your feet
or your heels. Have the sense that you are being
supported by the earth, and that there is nothing that
you need to do except experience yourself standing in
this way. Try carrying on a conversation with some
one this way. As the conversation continues, can you
continue to stand in such a way that your weight is
evenly balanced and that you maintain a sense of
openness and vulnerability? See if you can notice the
precise moment when the openness vanishes, when
you twist, turn, lean, shift or use your hands to cover
or protect some part of your body. If you try this
experiment seriously over a number of days or weeks,
you will receive many new,
informative impressions of
Continued over:

An Introduction to
Chinese Health Balls
Their use can reduce your risk of carpal
tunnel, arthritis, tendonitis,
rheumatism, repetitive
stress injury, dementia &
Free Health
Alzheimer’s. They can help
Balls for all
reduce stress, aid relaxation
participants
and help prolong life.

Saturday, April 23rd 2:30-3:30pm
Glendale Heights Park District, The Sports Hub,
250 Civic Center Plaza, Glendale Heights, IL 60139
~ To register call 630 260 6060

Saturday, May 14th 11:00am

Lombard Park District, Sunset Knoll Recreation Centre,
820 S. Finley Avenue, Lombard, IL 60148
~ To register call 630 620 7322

Saturday, June 11th 3:00-4:00pm
Courts Plus, 186 S. West Avenue, Elmhurst, IL 60126
~ To register call 630 833 5064

Balance your body, mind and
spirit through the use of
Chinese Health Balls!

yourself.

Exercise
for
Mental
Muscle
Learn a sequence of enjoyable, relaxing
and simple movements that can
stimulate whole-brain learning; allowing
participants to access parts of the brain
previously untapped, making learning
easier and more fun, recollection quicker
and more vivid.
Using physical exercises based on the
principles of Tai Chi, Reflexology and
Traditional Oriental Medicine we can
stimulate the brain to learn and grow.
Scientific studies have shown that
physical exercise can stimulate the
growth of new brain cells and improve
memory and the ability to learn. Suitable
for all ages and abilities, participants
may choose to sit or stand as needed.

Wednesdays at 6:00pm
starting July 13th
The Sports Hub,
250 Civic
Center Plaza,
Glendale Heights,
IL 60139

Call 630 260 6060 today!

Now you're ready to take the experiment a bit further.
By yourself, try all the same things standing with
your feet parallel to each other, about shoulder width
(or less) apart, with your knees just slightly bent.
Relax your shoulders, shoulder blades, and chest.
Gently adjust your coccyx (tail bone) so that it is
more or less pointed directly down toward the
ground. When this happens, the arch in your lower
back will naturally flatten out. See if you can sense
your lower back and sacrum connecting directly to
your legs. (Remember to let your arms hang naturally
at your sides with your palms facing back.) Once you
are more or less comfortable in this posture, use your
attention to slowly scan your entire body from the top
of your head to the bottoms of your feet, noting where
there is any unnecessary tension in your muscles. As
you scan your body, do not attempt to change
anything. Simply observe and sense. Once you reach
the bottoms of your feet, start again from the top of
your head and see if you can gradually release any
unnecessary tension in your muscles downward
through your body into the earth. As you try this, you
will begin to sense a new dimension of inner balance,
a sense of being supported by and rooted to the earth.
Start out by standing this way for at least five minutes
a day. Once your legs and pelvis begin to feel
comfortable in this posture you can move on to ten or
fifteen minutes a day or more.
After undertaking this practice for a couple of weeks,
begin to experiment with it in your ordinary life-as
you talk to friends, wait in line, and so on. The idea is
not to take the same exact posture that you take when
working alone, but rather to have the continuing
sensation of releasing all your muscular tension
downward through your body into the earth. See if
you can "just stand" with your weight equally
distributed through both feet and your arms at your
sides, totally open to whatever impressions or
perceptions the moment may bring. If you observe a
thought or emotion making some part of your body
tense, just return to the sensation of releasing this
tension downward into the earth. As you continue to
work in this way in whatever circumstances you may
find yourself, you will begin to discover a deep sense
of relaxation not just physically, but also mentally
and emotionally. You will find yourself
spontaneously "letting go" of much that is
unnecessary in your life.
This article was originally published in the quarterly newsletter/
journal Inner Alchemy: Exploring the Art & Science of SelfTransformation. Dennis Lewis is the author of the highly

Tai Chi Chuan
"the secret to anti-aging" it's the
"miracle exercise" for people seeking
to avoid drugs, surgery, and expensive
doctor bills. Dr. Mehmet Oz on Oprah
In Elmhurst
In Roselle
Courts Plus
186 S. West Avenue,
Elmhurst, IL 60126

All students meet every
Monday at 8:00pm
April 11th & May 23rd
Continuing students meet every
Tuesday at 12:30pm
April 12th & May 24th
Beginner students meet every
Thursday at 12:30pm
April 14th & May 26th

Clauss Recreation Center
555 W. Bryn Mawr Avenue,
Roselle, IL 60172
Beginner students meet every
Tuesday at 9:00am
April 12th & May 24th
Continuing students meet every
Tuesday at 10:05am
April 12th & May 24th
Call: 630 894 4200

Call: 630 833 5064

In Lombard
Sunset Knoll Recreation Centre
820 S. Finley Road,
Lombard, IL 60148
Beginner students meet every
Monday at 5:00pm
April 11th & May 23rd

In Villa Park
Iowa Community Centre
338 N. Iowa Avenue,
Villa Park, IL 60181
Beginner students meet every
Tuesday at 2:00pm
April 12th & May 24th

Continuing students meet every
Monday at 6:00pm
April 11th & May 23rd

Continuing students meet every
Thursday at 2:00pm
April 14th & May 26th

Call: 630 620 7322

Call: 630 834 8970

Qigong: An Introduction
to Chinese Medicine
The Wellness Directory of Minnesota
www.mnwelldir.org/docs/qigong/index.htm
Some of you will be very skeptical about what you will read in a collection of articles on
Qigong (pronounced chee gung). I believe a bit of skepticism is always healthy. In fact,
I often visit some of the web sites of various societies of skeptics and have run across an
few papers on acupuncture and Chinese medicine. Now being skeptical is quite different
from being a confirmed, certified Skeptic. Skeptics set out to debunk anything in which
they do not believe. They claim that science is their one and only God. However, this
form of skepticism has very little to do with science; it is a belief system, a religion. It is
as much biased and prejudiced as any superstition, because when faced with
contradictory science, the Skeptic will set out to debunk that too.
The articles on acupuncture and Qigong I have read at these sites are all based upon
these assumptions: that Chinese medicine was developed by a very primitive people
using very primitive assumptions based upon primitive superstitions and is therefore
absolutely unscientific not to mention useless.
I had to laugh. Does anyone out there know who invented Science? It was the Chinese. Six to ten thousand years ago
the Chinese codified a system of observation they called Tao (pronounced dow). The best translation of Tao is "the
way." The early Chinese "scientists" observed and noted the way of all things. Now no one has ever said that
observation is objective, however, the object of their observations (concerning the human body) was to learn "the
way" and eventually reproduce and reinstate "the (right) way" when "the way" has gone wayward. This too is an
object of western science: any study or experiment must have reproducible results. In other words, if it works in San
Francisco, it should work in Boston exactly the same. If an herbal preparation relieves hot flashes in Beijing, it
should relieve them in Timbuktu also.
When Nixon re-opened the communication lines between the East and the West, it was the Chinese who quickly
absorbed our western medicines, western ways and methods, whereas we were slow to accept little of what we could
learn from this ancient culture.
When a group of touring physicians witnessed a lung resection using only acupuncture as the anesthesia, do you
know what they concluded? You and I would have jumped up and down with the discovery of this wonderful
procedure, however, the medical community admitted only that this was something that had to be studied. Only
Western arrogance could possibly poo poo this three thousand year old medical procedure.
In the west, there are rigorous methodologies a scientist must use to prove
something. In the west, we are very paranoid, for we cannot accept any proof
whatsoever from the Orient, without subjecting it to our rigorous methods. This is
nonsense (it is a waste of time), for the simple fact that: if something does not work,
it does not last three thousand years.
Let us take a look at a few interesting differences in our two cultures' medical
systems. Western medicine, the system and paradigms guiding us today, began 200
years ago in 1789 when Edward Jenner (left) vaccinated his one and a half year old
son against smallpox. It wasn't until the 1850s that Pasteur developed the germ
theory of medicine, a theory that was hotly debated years afterwards with few

physicians believing that these little germs could take down a big strong human body. Pasteur, because of his
findings, urged surgeons to sterilize their surgical instruments, while in England, Joseph Lister (you've heard of
Listerine®) took up this same battle in 1865 performing the first surgery using instruments cleaned with carbolic
acid.
No one likes to be told their own business and many physicians continued to practice their medicine openly
disregarding this "theory" while 50% of their patients died of sepsis. My brother, a surgeon and part time medical
historian, told me of a hospital in France (before the times of sterilization) where if a pregnant woman entered and
turned left, she died. If she turned right, she lived. To the left were the surgeons who delivered babies without
cleaning up beforehand. To the right were midwives who kept things clean.
In 1896 a French medical student discovered a mold that killed bacteria, but his work went unnoticed, most likely
because he was only a student. Then in 1928, Alexander Fleming, a Scottish physician working with staphylococci
bacteria, discovered that his cultures had been destroyed by a mold. That mold was penicillin. You would think that
the medical community would be overjoyed at this discovery, except that it wasn't until 1939 that researchers from
Oxford were able to test successfully penicillin on human subjects, just in time for World War II, where it was tested
most thoroughly.

“It is not the germ that causes disease, but
rather it is the body's immune system that is
unable to combat the germ that is the cause of
disease” - Alexander Fleming

An interesting footnote in history is that the father of
the germ theory of medicine recanted on his death
bed, stating that it is not the germ that causes disease,
but rather it is the body's immune system that is
unable to combat the germ that is the cause of
disease.

His statement: "It is not the seed, but the terrain".
Now Chinese medicine began, according to most accounts,
approximately four thousand years before the birth of Christ. Chinese
medicine focuses on the balance between the yin and the yang; yin
being the female energy from the earth, and yang being the male energy
from the heavens. The body lives because of its "life force" or qi (chee).
We are born with a certain amount of qi created at conception. We
cannot create qi, but we gain it from our foods, herbs, air and water, and
from the earth's and the heaven's subtle energies. This "life force" flows
through our bodies in a system of meridians. Once thought to be only a
Ancient energy meridian diagram
Chinese notion, western scientists have today mapped the entire meridian
system using high-tech equipment; the same meridian system the Chinese masters discovered six thousand years ago
using only their senses.
Conditions in a body that is out of balance are considered either cold or hot (yin or yang), e.g., for or a cold
condition, "hot" herbs are recommended. Energy imbalances occur at points in the body where energy is either
blocked (cold), or flowing too heavily (hot).
The organs are categorized either yin or yang. Each organ system has a color, a season, a compass direction, a sound,
and an element assigned to it. The yang meridians flow down the body; the yin meridians flow up. At twelve noon,
when the sun is high in the sky, picture yourself down on all fours (like a dog). The areas the sun hits are the yang
meridians and the areas shaded (inside) are the yin meridians. These meridians are where the acupuncture points are
located and treated by Chinese health care professionals using acupuncture, acupressure, shiatsu, and Qigong (not to
mention nutrition and herbal remedies, but these affect the points indirectly). These points are also used by martial
artists. Certain combinations of accurate strikes can injure lightly, seriously, or even kill an opponent, depending on
which points are struck and in what order.
Continued on page 18

Tai Chi for Health
The experts agree...

“If you want to be healthy and live to
100, do Qigong.” Dr. Mehmet Oz

Tai Chi for Health is a
gentle, beautiful and
flowing exercise routine
that is a joy to do;
energizing and deeply
relaxing; it brings health
and vitality to all who
practice it.
All our classes are suitable for participants of all ages and
abilities; participants may choose to sit or stand during class
Every Monday at 3:00pm
April 11th & May 23rd

April 13th & May 25th
11:15am - 12:15pm

Sunset Knoll Rec. Centre
820 S. Finley Road,
Lombard,
IL 60148

The Abbey Senior Center
407 W. St. Charles Road,
Elmhurst, IL 60126

630 620 7322

630 993
8193

Thursday, April 14th
10:30am-11:30am
111 E. Foster Avenue,
Wood Dale, IL 60191
630 595 9333

The Chinese Medicine
Acupressure Ring
John Robertson ~ January 2011

What are acupressure rings?
The ‘Chinese Medicine Acupressure Ring’ also known
as a ‘Finger Massage Ring’, ’Figit’ or by various other
trade names is usually a durable stainless steel or
copper wire shaped into
triangular spikes bent in
a circle. More often
plain; they may be gold
or silver plated to
enhance their healing
benefits.

become distracted; or you may naturally have some
finger numbness. Then the use of a ‘Chinese Medicine
Acupressure Ring’ can help relieve fatigue, boost
energy, strengthen the immune system and aid
concentration.
The gentle massage action can improve circulation,
hand and finger movement, and overall health. Relief
from numbness, tingling, soreness, arthritis and
rheumatism may be experienced.

When can you use an acupressure ring?
How do acupressure
rings work?

They are easy and discrete to use and can be used
anytime, anyplace, for however long you like. For the
maximum benefits at least 5 minutes each day is
recommended. In the case of any pain or discomfort
cease their use immediately and seek advice.

How do you use an acupressure ring?
Place a ring over one finger
and using the fingers of the
other hand roll it up and
down the finger.

By stimulating the acupressure points and reflexology
zones on the hands and fingers, the internal organs and
bodily functions are ‘stimulated’ to bring the energetic
functions of the organs and body into balance.

Why use an acupressure ring?
Many times while you do things such as study, work
on a computer, drive a car or are involved in intricate
work, your fingers can get tired and your mind can

Alternatively - place a ring
over one finger and roll
that finger across the palm
of the other hand to
massage the finger and
palm simultaneously.

Finger rings can also be
used in just the same
way on the toes!

Only
Chinese Medicine Acupressure Rings are available
from your instructor, call 630-229-4434 or visit:
www.7starsma.com/webstore/massagestore.html

$3!

Discover the Secrets
of Chinese Health Balls
A longer workshop taking an in-depth look at an
exercise system that has been in use for 2,000 years.
Their use can reduce the risk of carpal tunnel
syndrome, repetitive strain injury, tendonitis,
rheumatism and arthritis.

Call for early
registration
bonuses!
(Before June 12th)

They are deeply relaxing, can
help reduce stress, improve
overall health, stimulate the
mind and reduce your risk of
cognitive decline, dementia
and Alzheimer’s.

Sunday, June 19th
1:00pm - 4:00pm
The Lightheart Center, 165 S. Church Street, Winfield, IL 60190
~ To register call 630 229 4434 or visit
www.7StarsMA.com/orientalwisdomclasses/chinesehealthballs.html

Balance your body, mind and
spirit through the use of
Chinese Health Balls!

Continued from page 11

The Chinese, though they did study anatomy, never
studied a cadaver. Why? Because there is no life force
present in a cadaver. No qi. Chinese medicine deals
with qi, not dead organs. A traditional (classical)
Chinese physician is raised to be a physician. They
must study, in addition to his medical subjects and the
sciences, philosophy, psychology, history, art,
literature, astrology/astronomy, and the law. They do
not practice until they reach their mid forties, at the
earliest. They are first and foremost a teacher: they
teach patients to maintain their qi and their health.
When a patient who is sick visits the doctor, they do
not charge for their services, because they have not
done their job in the first place.
So, this is unscientific? Well, when you consider that
the subtle energies the Chinese have known for
centuries (earth and heaven energies) are just today
being discovered (and renamed) by our physicists,
what do you think?
Skeptics point to Science as the foundation of reason.

Over 65?
Your chance of falling in
the next year is 1 in 3
Learn the risk
factors, causes
and
consequences of
a fall; simple
things you can
do around the
home and when
out and about to
reduce your risk
of falling.

U.S. Drug recalls
In 2010 there were over 30 Class I drug
recalls, ie: those drugs that could cause a
situation in which there is a reasonable
probability that the use of or exposure to a
violative product will cause serious adverse
health consequences or death.

What to do if you fall; and
what steps you can take to
improve your balance and
reduce your risk of falls.

www.fda.gov
(There are 5 levels of drug recalls, class 1
being the most serious)
Science is the only true way, the only constant. That's
nice. Then why is it that this Science that produces our
medicines, tests our medicines, and prescribes our
medicines, determines every ten years that 50% of our
medicines should be taken off the market and replaced
by new medicines?
In Chinese medicine, the only constant is change, and
yet little has changed over the centuries in their
concepts of human health care. Why? Because it
works. The Chinese have, comparatively, one of the
Copyright © 1995, 1998, 1999, 2000
International Wellness Directory
You may copy, print, reprint, and/or transfer this entire
article, if and only if it is unmodified and in its
complete state with this copyright notice attached and
all the links work properly.

Friday, May 13th
12:30m - 2:00pm
The Abbey Senior Center
407 W. St. Charles Road,
Elmhurst, IL 60126

Falls?
They don’t have to
happen to you

The Magic of
the Pendulum
Learn to
communicate
with the depths of
your subconscious
mind, tune into your
intuition and tap the
unlimited potential of
your own mind
bring your own pendulum, use
or purchase one of ours!
Saturday, April 23rd
9:00am - noon

Saturday, May 14th
1:00pm - 4:00pm

Sunset Knoll Rec. Centre
The Sports Hub
820 S. Finley Road,
250 Civic Center Plaza,
Lombard,
Glendale Heights, IL 60139
IL 60148
630 260

630 620 7322

Courts Plus
186 S. West Avenue,
Elmhurst, IL 60126
630 833 5064
Saturday, June 11th
7:00pm - 10:00pm

The Six Stages of the Tai
Chi Qi Gong Shibashi
Author unknown
Generally, there are six stages in learning the Tai Chi
Qi Gong Shibashi, they are:1. Tranquility In this stage, your focus is to relax your
left brain in order to enter the "qigong mode". Our left
brain is the primary centre responsible for controlling
conscious activities such as thought, reasoning and
abstraction while our right brain governs unconscious
activities, autonomic functions or subconscious
activities. When you are at the tranquillity stage, your
right brain will start to heal your body by balancing your
yin and yang, adjusting the level of your hormones,
circulation, respiration, digestion, heartbeat Qi etc.

Holistic
Ceremonies
Created just for you
Weddings, vow renewals,
commitment ceremonies & more
We can assist you in creating a ceremony that truly
reflects and expresses your beliefs and commitments
to one another. Traditional, civil, unity sand & candle,
hand-fasting and Celtic ceremonies are available. We
can legally preside over your wedding ceremony after
you have obtained a valid license from the county.

2. Relax Every single muscle in your body is relaxed
during this stage. If you tense up your muscles, the Qi
would not be able to travel freely in your body.

Naming ceremonies & blessings

3. Dilation Once relaxation has been established in
both the mind and body, the meridians would begin to
dilate making it easier for Qi to travel through them. It
is very common to find blockages in these meridians
preventing the continuous flow of Qi. You would
probably notice many of your existing health problems
starting to disappear with the clearing of these
blockages.

House clearings & blessings

4. Transport The clearing of all blockages is essential
to this stage. During this stage, your mind directs qi to
travel and spend most of its time around certain parts
of the body. Directing Qi to certain parts of the body is
the key to healing those parts. For instance, directing
Qi to your lungs would help you to achieve a faster
recovery from the flu.
5. Absorption The clearing of all channels in the body
also allows for the absorption of energy from the
universe through various acupoints such as the Luo
Gong, Yong Quan and Bai Hui, which are located
respectively on the palms, the sole of the feet and the
top of the head. Expertise is achieved when pores
found anywhere on your body can be used to absorb
Qi.
6. Release This stage involves the release of
accumulated energy through several parts of the body
such as the end of the meridians, which found at the
tips of your fingers and toes, the Luo Gong, Yong
Quan and Bai Hui and even the eyes.
The Tai Chi Qigong Shibashi focuses on the first 3
stages i.e. Tranquility, Relaxation and Dilation. For
those who do not have serious illnesses, practicing T’ai

Honoring a new or change of name is an important
moment in our lives; a time to present the new
individual to the community; ensuring that they are a
part of something greater, placing them under the
protection of those present.
We can cleanse your dwelling, room or possessions of
negative or stagnant energies and dedicate them to
your own spiritual needs, creating a sacred space
filled with peace, harmony and healthy positive energy
mirroring who you are.

Rites Of Passage
There are many rites of passage we go through in life
such as divorce, baptism or adolescence into
adulthood. We can help honor your rite of passage by
creating a special ceremony honoring your transition.
All our ceremonies are individually designed to
reflect your spiritual beliefs, wishes and intentions;
to create an occasion as truly unique as you are.

Contact Reverend John
630 229 4434
John@HolisticCeremonies.com
www.HolisticCeremonies.com

Self-care
Store
Figits for your digits - $3
Fantastic Fingers - $8

Event Calendar
www.7StarsMA.com/SevenStarsStudents.html
Spring Break - no classes
April 1st to 10th
Oolong Chinese Tea Ceremony.
Wednesday, April 13th ~ 2:00 - 3:30pm
The Tea House in Naperville
World Tai Chi Day
Saturday, April 30th ~ 9:00am - 11:00am
Theosophical Society in Wheaton

Stress Grip - $8
Tai Chi Spring Gathering
Saturday, April 30th ~ 1:00pm - 4:00pm
Creekside Park / Lightheart Center in Winfield
Positive Putty - $8
Reiki Level 1
Sunday, May 15th ~ 9:00am - 5:00pm
The Lightheart Center in Winfield
Spine Aligner - $25

Chi Rollers - $28
Mini Chi - $15

Footsie - $12 or Mini Footsie - $8
Cobblestone mats - $57

Reflexology Pad - $20

To order call 630 229 4434
or buy online at
www.7StarsMA.com/Webstore.html
Full catalogue available online
and from your instructor

Relay for Life
Friday, June 3rd 4:00pm - 4th 6:00am
Montini Catholic High School in Lombard
Reiki Level 2
Sunday, June 5th ~ 9:00am - 5:00pm
The Lightheart Center in Winfield
Summer Vacation - no classes
July 1st to 10th
Chinatown Summer Fair Trip
Saturday, July 17th ~ 9:00am - 6:00pm
Chicago Chinatown
Tea tasting
Wednesday, October 12th ~ 2:00 - 3:30pm
The Tea House in Naperville
Annual Student Dinner
Tuesday, November 22nd ~ 2:00 - 4:00pm
Jack’s Silverado Grill in Elmhurst

Watch out for flyers for all these events,
and check our website for updates!

Learn to use your own healing abilities

Reiki
We all have innate healing abilities. In this class you will
learn to tap into that inner wisdom; and using the natural
energy of the universe help yourself and your family heal.
This energy can help you to re-establish balance and
harmony on the physical, emotional, and spiritual planes
so that the natural function of your body is restored and
its natural ability to heal itself is activated.
This is a hands-on workshop under the
guidance of a Reiki Master Teacher and
Qigong Instructor. Class size is limited!
Register online at:
www.7StarsMA.com/MetaphysicsClasses/Reiki.html

Level 1

Enroll in our Reiki Practitioner
course (1 & 2) for only $297 ~
save $37! Plus! get a
laminated hand position and
symbols charts free!

Level 2

Sunday, May 15th
9:00am - 5:00pm
The Lightheart Center,
165 S. Church Street,
Winfield, IL 60190
630 229 4434

Enrol in our Reiki Master
Practitioner course (1, 2 & 3)
for only $497 ~ save $34! Plus!
get a laminated hand position
chart, two laminated symbols
charts, a session CD, and a
Reiki for Dummies book free!

Sunday, June 5th
9:00am - 5:00pm
The Lightheart Center,
165 S. Church Street,
Winfield, IL 60190
630 229 4434

Creating a
Vision Board

Finger Labyrinths:
A Journey to the Center of the Self

Manifest your dreams!

By selecting words and pictures
of the things you wish to manifest
in your life you can bring clarity,
focus, and intent to your dreams;
create your vision board and
clarify your intentions!

Saturday, April 23rd
3:00pm - 4:00pm

Experience relief from the
stressors of daily life and solve
problems using this mindful
technique.
Labyrinths can provide a unique
way to gain renewed vitality and
meaning in your life.

The Sports Hub,
250 Civic Center Plaza,
Glendale Heights, IL 60139
630 260 6060

When tracing a finger labyrinth
you get the impression of going
on a long journey with many
twists and turns, getting closer
then further away before finally
reaching your destination.

Saturday, May 21st
3:00 - 4:00pm

Thursday, April 28th
6:00 - 9:00pm

3 S. 260 Warren Ave,
Warrenville, IL 60555

3 S. 260 Warren Ave,
Warrenville, IL 60555

630 393

630 393

